ANTI-PORN PASTOR CRAIG GROSS (LEFT) AND PORN LEGEND RON JEREMY LED A DEBATE ORGANIZED BY THE PRICE OF LIFE: NYC, A "CITY-WIDE, CAMPUS-BASED, FAITH-INSPIRED CAMPAIGN ADDRESSING HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN ALL ITS FORMS."

THE ROOTS’ TARIK TROTTER (AKA "BLACK THOUGHT") RAPPED PHILOSOPHICAL AT THE ALBERT GALLATIN LECTURE.

TOP-DRAW PERSONALITIES SPOTTED ON CAMPUS

AT DEUTSCHES HAUS, AUTHOR JONATHAN FRANZEN HASHED OVER ESSAYS BY VIENNESE SATIRIST KARL KRAUS, WHICH HE TRANSLATED FOR HIS BOOK, THE KRAUS PROJECT.

CANADIAN RAPPER-ACTOR DRAKE WAS ALL SMILES DURING AN INTERVIEW AT THE SKIRBALL CENTER.

FUNNY GIRL-FILM LUMINARY PARKER POSEY PERFORMED SHORTS BY JOAN DIDION AND OTHERS AT THE LILLIAN VERNON CREATIVE WRITERS HOUSE.